UNU/IIST enables developing countries to attain self-reliance in software technology by: (i) their own development of high integrity computing systems, (ii) highest level post-graduate university teaching, (iii) international level research, and, through the above, (iv) use of as sophisticated software as reasonable.
Introduction 1 1 Introduction
Increased application of computer technology has led to novel computing systems which call for investigation of new modelling and veri cation techniques. Among these are the hybrid systems which consist of interacting discrete and continuous components. Typical examples of hybrid systems are embedded computer systems in which digital programs are used to control the physical devices. The physical states evolve over time in accordance with some dynamical law, whereas discrete actions, such as computation steps or switches between phases of dynamical activities, are usually considered instantaneous. Such an abstraction provides an essential simpli cation in reasoning about hybrid systems. This paper presents a theory for reasoning about hybrid systems using the framework of Duration Calculus. A programming notation for hybrid systems, called Sequential Hybrid Programs (SHP), is proposed. It consists of the usual constructs of sequential programming such as assignments, conditionals and iterations. These are called control actions. In addition, there are phase statements which model the time-dependent dynamics. The control actions are assumed to take no time. In a purely sequential setting, the internal details of their execution are considered unimportant and unobservable. Phase statements evolve according to some speci ed dynamical law, and they may take time. Control actions govern the initiation and termination of phase statements. We use the full generality of Extended Duration Calculus (EDC) formulae 6] to specify the phase statements. Thus, phase statements are speci cation statements which may be used to specify the dynamics of a single continuous phase, or to specify the behaviours of a complex sub-program. Control actions have the full generality of sequential programs, and these can be used to realise complex controllers incorporating even numerical algorithms. The following example illustrates the nature of SHP programs.
Example In a car cruise control, the speed of the car, V , is controlled by a computer by periodically calculating the acceleration a which must be applied for the next 1 time unit. The sampling of the current speed, V , is denoted by the statement v := V . If v < 80, the car can accelerate and the rate of acceleration is computed by a control algorithm A (left unspeci ed here). Similarly, if v 70, the car may decelerate at a rate determined by a control algorithm D. When (1) terminate in nite time after nitely many iterations, (2) iterate a nite number of times and the last iteration does not terminate, (3) iterate in nitely and the total execution time is not bounded, (4) iterate in nitely and each iteration does not take time, or (5) iterate in nitely and although each iteration takes nonzero time, and the total execution time is bounded.
The fourth case, called instantaneous divergence, happens when the control program enters an in nite loop, or the system is switched repeatedly among several phases without spending any time in any of them. The last behaviour is the so-called zeno behaviour, or nite divergence 7].
In presence of such diversity of behaviours, it is a challenging task to give an adequate semantics to SHP programs and to formulate good reasoning methods for them. For giving the semantics, a version of Duration Calculus with several additional features is proposed in the paper. The semantics of the loop construct is formulated using a mixture of the greatest and the least xed points. We believe that this captures the properties of the system more closely than a formulation using only the least or the greatest xed point operators. For example, the following law holds in our formulation: j while true do P od ; Q ] j = j while true do P od ] j
In principle, the proof rules of SDCI can be used to derive properties of an SHP program as logical consequences of its DC semantics. However, this is usually not an e ective method of reasoning, as the semantics can be complex. Instead, we propose a more high-level modular approach to verifying the properties. The low-level logical semantics is used to derive several high-level proof rules for establishing properties of interest. These include partial and total correctness properties, invariants and some temporal properties. Familiar logics such as Hoare Logic can be embedded within the proof method, and the normal patterns of syntax directed reasoning can be carried out using these. This is especially useful for reasoning about complex control actions, which are nothing but sequential programs. At the same time, the full power of Duration Calculus is also available to derive the complex temporal properties directly from the compositional semantics, if required.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 de nes the logic SDCI after brie y reviewing Duration Calculus. The SHP programs and their semantics are given in Section 3. The high-level proof rules for modular veri cation are derived in Section 4 and applied to the car cruise control example. The paper ends with a brief summary and discussion. FSymb: An in nite set of global function symbols f n ; g m ; : : : equipped with arities n; m 0. If f n has arity n = 0 then f is called a constant. The meaning of a global function symbol f n , n > 0, is an n-ary function f n 2 R n ! R.
RSymb: An in nite set of global relation symbols G n ; H m equipped with arities n; m 0. The meaning of a global relation symbol G n , n > 0, will be an n-ary relation G n R n . The
Boolean constants true and false, often denoted as 0 and 1, are the only two global relation symbols with arity 0.
PLetter: An in nite set of temporal propositional letters X; Y; : : :. 
SDCI
The standard way to describe the semantics of a recursive program is to de ne it as a xed point 20] of an appropriate functional. Fixed points operators have also been introduced in propositional and modal logics, see e.g., 10, 21] , and in Duration Calculus 16] . In this section, we propose an extension of SDC, called SDCI, which includes xed points operators and in nite intervals. The syntax of SDCI contains two additional constructs ( X) and ( X) , where the occurrence of X in is positive (i.e., X is preceded by even number of negation symbols).
To give the semantics of xed-point operators by Knaster-Tarski theorem, we consider the complete lattice (2 (S I Intv) ; ), where (1) if j = ( =X) ) then j = ( X) ) ,
Theorem 4 Let X be a propositional variable, 1 and 2 be two formulae in which X is positive. If j = 1 ) 2 , then j = (( X) 1 ) ) (( X) 2 ) and j = (( X) 1 ) ) (( X) 2 ).
Theorem 5 Let , and be SDCI formulae, and X a propositional letter positive in . If j = ) , then j = ( =X) ) ( =X).
The last four theorems provide some simple syntactic rules for reasoning about SDCI formulae.
Example A The following formulae are valid.
(1) ( X)(true; X) , inf ( X)(true; X) , true (2) ( X)(inf; X) , inf ( X)(inf; X) , inf (3) ( X)(fin; X) , false ( X)(fin; X) , true (4) ( X)(X; ) , false (5) ( X)( ; (X^inf)) ) inf Proof: we only prove ( X)(true; X) , inf and ( X)(inf; X) , inf. It follows from inf ) (true; false), by the monotonicity of ; that inf ) (true; (( X)(true; X))), and subsequently by Theorem 2 that inf ) ( X)(true; X). As (true; inf) ) inf, by Theorem 3 that ( X)(true; X) ) inf. Therefore, ( X)(true; X) , inf. It follows from (inf; ( X) (inf; X)) ) inf and Theorem 2 that ( X)(inf; X) ) inf. Because inf , (inf; inf), by Theorem 3, inf ) ( X)(inf; X). Therefore, ( X)(inf; X) , inf. 2 
Sequential Hybrid Programs
We propose a language for describing hybrid systems based on the earlier work in 17]. The language supports constructive design by allowing speci cation statements to be mixed with program constructs, in the tradition of the well established theories of program development such as re nement calculus 2, 12]. In addition to usual program constructs, the language includes a speci cation statement for describing (instantaneous) state transitions and a speci cation statement using an EDC formula for describing a possibly hybrid component with time-dependent dynamics.
The abstract syntax of the basic commands is as follows P ::= hR( x; x 0 )i j C j P 1 ;P 2 j P 1 ] P 2 j while B do P od Their meanings are:
hR( x; x 0 )i is the nondeterministic assignment; its execution is instantaneous and the state transition satis es the binary predicate R sequential composition is represented by P 1 ;P 2 and its meaning is that if P 1 terminates then P 2 is executed immediately afterwards ] is the nondeterministic choice statement C describes a component by a DC formula C. Continuous evolution can be speci ed by an invariant expressing the dynamical laws. The e ect of the statement is like skip if no time is elapsed during its execution iteration statement is executed repeatedly until the boolean guard becomes false Other commands can be de ned from the basic ones, e.g., 2 n , then within 2 units there will be in nitely many iterations. This is called nite divergence. We follow a CSP-like approach 8] to divergence and consider the behaviour after in nitely many iterations as nonterminating but totally arbitrary, and model it like the formula inf.
The above modelling of nite divergence can be justi ed as follows: We regard in nitely many iterations of instantaneous actions as divergence, because after that the plant will not receive any control signals and this is certainly not a desirable situation. The other case is that of zeno-behaviour which also seems undesirable. In our formulation, the behaviour after the limit time point of a zeno computation is considered divergent and hence arbitrary. This view is technically convenient, and certainly safe. We have not yet come across serious applications with zeno computations either to test or to challenge it. It appears that to model zeno behaviour more accurately, the notion of limit of a convergent sequence of reals has to be incorporated into the , ( 
Fixed point characterisations are concise and supported by powerful and elegant theories, but they have a drawback, namely, their meanings are not immediately clear. As a reference, the operational interpretation of the xed point formulae used in formalising the semantics of the iteration statement is given in the appendix. 
Temporal Properties
We propose a number of rules which can be used to verify properties that are not restricted to pre-conditions and post-conditions. In the following, P, P 1 and P 2 may contain continuous components.
ftrueg < R( x; x 0 ) > de fpg P 1 fpg P 2 fpg P 1 ] P 2 fpg P 1 frg fpg P 1 1 frg P 2 2 fpg P 1 ; P 2 ( 1 ; 2 ) fpg P 1 ( ^inf) fpg P 1 ; P 2 ( ^inf) One particularly interesting property is invariant, expressed as dSe_de. The following rule says that an iteration statement satis es an invariant if the body always takes at least some non-zero constant time c (this ensures that there is no divergence or zeno) and satis es the invariant. fB^rg P ((dSe^l > c > 0); % r) frg while B do P od (dSe _ de)
The correctness of the invariant rule follows from the unfolding law. 
A Simple Example
We consider the car control example, CRUISE, mentioned in Section 1. One requirement is that the speed should always be lower than 100. The requirement can be expressed by the following correctness formula ftrueg CRUISE (dV < 100e) _ de) Due to compositionality of our method, we can verify the correctness of the system based on the speci cations of A and D. We record the veri cation by what is commonly called proof outline in program veri cation. In the outline, the formulae, marked by shaded boxes, represent conditions and conclusions of various veri cation rules used. For example, the formula in line (2) is obtained by applying the assignment axiom to the statement in line (1) . The formula in turn serves as the pre-condition for the statement in line (3). Formula in line (6) is carried over from line (4) , and is used as the pre-condition of the iteration body; line (19) denotes the property that the body has, and by the iteration rule, the iteration statement satis es the property in line (21) .
fV < 100g (4) while true do (5) fV < 100g (6) v := V ;
fV < 100^v = V g (8) if v < 80 ! fV < 80g A; fV < 80^a < 15g (9) dj _ V ? aj 3^_ V 1e^l = 1
(dV < 100e^l > 0:5); % (V < 100)
] v 70 ! fV < 100g D; fV < 100g (12) dj _ V ? aj 3^_ V ?1e^l = 1
] v > 100 ! ffalseg (15) (20) (dV < 100e _ de) (21) The proof outline indicates that to guarantee the simple invariant requirement, it is su cient that algorithm A does not assign a value bigger than 15 to a, or formally fV < 80g A fV < 80^a 15g
It is preferable to accelerate fast when the speed is low and accelerate slowly when the speed is high. Therefore, we calculate the value of a based on function 0:1 e 100=(v+20)
. Finally, the control algorithm is developed. It can be veri ed using the embedding of Hoare Logic for discrete components. This paper presents a theory for reasoning about Sequential Hybrid Programs. These include the usual sequential programming constructs as well as phase statements which are Extended Duration Calculus speci cations of time dependent dynamics. A compositional semantics of SHP is given using the logic SDCI. This logic is an extension of Duration Calculus with superdense time, xed point operators and in nite intervals. Some high level rules are de ned for modular veri cation of properties like total correctness and invariants.
An initial formulation of these ideas was given by Xu 17] . Since then, the base logic used for formalising the semantics has signi cantly evolved. In this paper, we use a Duration Calculus with super-dense time, greatest and least xed point operators and in nite intervals. In contrast, the original formulation 17] used in nite conjunctions and disjunctions, causing logic to be more complex than necessary, and the treatment of in nite behaviours was somewhat cumbersome.
The present logic SDCI incorporates elements from several previous papers. Duration Calculus with super-dense time has been studied in past by Zhou and Hansen 3] , and by Xu 17] . The xed point operators have been introduced in Duration Calculus by Pandya 16] , and used to model the terminating and divergent behaviours of programs. In nite intervals were introduced in interval logics by Moszkowski 14] . It should be noted that in nite intervals are used in our logic in a di erent sense than the in nite intervals of Zhou, Dang and Li 5]. Combining features like super-dense time and recursion gives rise to behaviours with nite and instantaneous divergences 7] . Logic SDCI provides a non-trivial combination of these features. It is used to give a compositional semantics to SHP programs.
The formalisation of the semantics using a mixture of the greatest and the least xed points appears to be novel. The least xed point models executions with nitely many iterations, whereas the greatest xed point models executions with in nitely many iterations. In SHP, loops can exhibit complex behaviours such as termination, in nite executions, nite and instantaneous divergence. Hence, adequate formalisation of the loop semantics has been a major concern in this paper. A detailed discussion of the loop semantics is given in Section 3.
Using the logical semantics, we are able to derive several high level proof rules for establishing speci c kinds of properties of hybrid systems. These include the total correctness, invariants and some temporal properties. The high level proof rules provide a modular and syntax directed method for proving properties of SHP Programs. At the same time, complex temporal properties can also be derived from the speci cations of the components using the compositional semantics and the proof rules of SDCI. Well-established methods such as Hoare Logic can be embedded within our proof method. These are especially useful for reasoning about complex discrete components incorporating algorithms for digital control. This feature was found especially useful in a complex case study 18].
Our theory is developed for sequential systems. One way to reason about concurrent systems is to rst transform them into sequential ones. The techniques in this paper can then be applied. We have veri ed a conveyor belt example 19] in this manner. However, this approach may lead to state explosion and therefore modular veri cation methods for concurrent hybrid systems should be studied. Adding concurrency, nevertheless, is non-trivial, as intermediate states arising during the control actions of one process can be signi cant for the other processes. This requires the logic to be able to describe the sequences of states occurring at a single time point, leading to the notion of the so-called weakly monotonic time. Weakly monotonic time has been studied in real time temporal logic by Koymans 9] . A Duration Calculus of Weakly Monotonic Time has been proposed by Pandya and Dang 15] where compositional semantics of concurrent systems have also been formalised. In future, we plan to extend our theory to Concurrent Hybrid Programs using a logic similar to SDCI with weakly monotonic time.
In literature, there have been other approaches to veri cation of hybrid systems. Hybrid systems are often represented as Automata or as Phase Transition Systems 11] . Proof rules are given for establishing properties like invariants, bounded response and minimum separation. In our approach, we work with a notation for hybrid systems which is closer to how hybrid systems are programmed. In particular, complex digital control algorithms can be directly incorporated in our framework as subprograms. Moreover, the semantics and the derived high-level proof rules are compositional. So the proof of correctness can be given in syntax-directed manner with the program structure guiding the proof. This paradigm, sometimes called the Dijkstra-Gries-Hoare approach, has been well-established for sequential programs. In this paper, we have attempted to extend the paradigm to hybrid systems and to a richer class of temporal properties stated using Duration Calculus. We have used formulae of the form ( X)( 1 ; X)_ 2 and ( X)( 1 ; X)^ 2 to de ne the semantics of the iteration statement. The following theorems calculate the semantics of these two formulae. First, we introduce an abbreviation:
(I 1 ; a 1 ; a 2 ]) I I (I n ; a n ; a n+1 ]) def = I i (S)(t) = I(S)(t) for any state variable S, a i?1 < t < a i and 0 < i n + 1 (I 0 ) 1 (S)(a 0 ) = I 1 (S)(a 0 ) (I i?1 ) 1 (S)(a i ) = I 1 (S)(a i ) for 0 < i n + 1, if a i?1 < a î (I i?1 ) 2 (S)(a i ) = I i (S) 1 (a i ) for 0 < i n + 1 (I i ) 2 (S)(a i ) = I 2 (S)(a i ) for 0 i n, if a i < a i+1 (I n ) 2 
